Amendment 0001

Special Notice N0001415RSN11 titled “Automation for UxV-based Mine Countermeasures”

1. The document entitled, Mine Countermeasures 101, is posted as additional information.

2. Question and Answer:

1. **Will the government provide subject matter experts (SMEs)?**

The government will not provide SMEs during white paper or full proposal development. During program execution, the government will provide SME support to ensure the performers understand the target transition programs in sufficient detail. There will also be limited SME support available for clarification of general MCM questions or issues. These two types of SME support will be provided at no cost to the performing teams. However, the government will not provide (no cost) SMEs that will substantively participate as part of any performer’s development team (i.e., teams needing significant MCM SME support must build that support into their proposals and budgets).